Abstract: Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a heart muscle disease characterized by ventricular dilatation and impaired systolic function. DCM is defined by the presence of: a) fractional myocardial shortening less than 25% (> 2 SD) and/or ejection fraction less than 45% (> 2 SD); and b) left ventricular end diastolic diameter (LVEDD) greater than 117% excluding any known cause of myocardial disease. Familial dilated cardiomyopathy (FDC) accounts for 20-48% of all DCM cases, and is defined by the presence of two or more affected relatives with DCM meeting the above diagnostic criteria or a relative of a DCM patient with unexplained sudden death before the age of 35 years. We herein present the first reported case in the literature of a parturient with FDC undergoing urgent Cesarean section (secondary to worsening cardiac function) and briefly highlight anesthetic considerations for parturients with this heart condition.
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INTRODUCTION

Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a heart muscle disease characterized by ventricular dilatation and impaired systolic function. Patients with DCM suffer from heart failure, arrhythmia, and are at risk of premature death. DCM has a prevalence of one case out of 2500 individuals with an incidence of 7/100,000 (but may be under diagnosed). DCM is defined by the presence of: a) fractional myocardial shortening less than 25% (> 2 SD) and/or ejection fraction less than 45% (> 2 SD); and b) left ventricular end diastolic diameter (LVEDD) greater than 117% excluding any known cause of myocardial disease (1).

Familial dilated cardiomyopathy (FDC) may account for 20-48% of DCM. A FDC is defined by the presence of: a) two or more affected relatives with DCM meeting the above criteria; or b) a relative of a DCM patient with unexplained sudden death before the age of 35 years. We herein present the first reported case in the literature highlighting anesthetic considerations for a NYHA (New York Heart Association) Class III FDC parturient undergoing urgent cesarean section (for worsening cardiac function).

REPORT OF CASE

A 38 year old G8P3 woman with FDC presented at 32 6/7 weeks for urgent cesarean section. The patient had been followed by a cardiologist and medically managed in the hospital for 7 weeks with digoxin, furosemide, metoprolol and fluid restriction. During her hospital course her symptoms worsened and eventually she was unable to walk more than fifteen yards without experiencing shortness of breath and fatigue. Preoperatively she received 500 ml of hetastarch 8% over 30 minutes intravenously (i.v.). A right arterial line, right internal jugular central catheter and epidural catheter were placed. A T4 sensory level of anesthesia was obtained with 4 ml incremental epidural dosing of lidocaine, 2% and sodium bicarbonate, 8.3% over a 15 minute period for a total of 16 ml. The patient remained hemodynamically stable throughout the surgery. Total i.v. fluids included 1000 ml of hetastarch, 8% and 500 ml of albumin, 5%. Total urine output was 150 ml and estimated blood loss was 500 ml. She delivered a male newborn with APGAR scores of 8 and 9 respectively at one and five minutes. After the newborn was delivered 20 units of oxytocin was added to 500 ml of hetastarch 8%
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hetastarch and given as a continuous i.v. infusion over 30 minutes. For postoperative pain relief 2 milligrams of preservative free morphine was given through the epidural catheter which is the standard of care at the University of California, San Diego. Postoperatively the patient was monitored in the surgical intensive care unit (SICU) for 24 hours. The mother was discharged home on postoperative day 5 without postpartum complications.

**DISCUSSION**

The prevalence of cardiac disease in pregnancy has been estimated to range between 0.4-4.1% (2). Maternal outcome correlates best with functional classification of the patient according to the criteria of the NYHA. NYHA Class III patients have a maternal mortality rate of 5-15% and a perinatal mortality rate of 20-30% (2). Management of parturients with FDC includes salt restriction, diuretics, beta blocking agents, inotropic agents, heparin and limiting intravascular fluid volume. The choice of anesthesia depends on the type of lesion and its severity (3). Epidural anesthesia provides the least amount of alteration in maternal hemodynamics during cesarean section.

Combined spinal-epidural (CSE) is a popular technique for repeat cesarean sections because of the ability to prolong duration of anesthesia and the fast onset of spinal. A case report for peripartum cardiomyopathy described the titrated CSE technique was used successfully (4). Although spinal anesthesia may be appropriate for some patients with well-compensated lesions, adequate intravascular volume management to maintain maternal preload, systemic vascular resistance (SVR), and hemoglobin-oxygen saturation is necessary. A continuous spinal anesthesia or single injection spinal anesthesia were avoided due to the potentially dangerous and dramatic falls in SVR and arterial pressure in our patient with uncompensated FDC. General anesthesia which may result in profound myocardial depression or even lead to cardiac arrest was avoided. Due to the increased risk of aspiration and difficulty with the airway, general anesthesia has a higher associated risk of morbidity and mortality.

Preoperatively, our patient’s medications were continued (including digoxin and metoprolol). Although anticoagulation therapy is usually indicated in these patients due to increased risk of thrombotic events (5) the morning dose of subcutaneous heparin, 5,000 units was delayed for placement of epidural catheter according to the guidelines on neuraxial anesthesia and anticoagulation (7). Our patient was given colloids perioperatively. The CVP was used to guide fluid status and remained less than 12 cmH₂O throughout the case. We chose to use carefully titrated epidural anesthesia using incremental dosages of lidocaine (2% solution) which is the standard of practice at the University of California, San Diego (due to the faster onset than bupivacaine and more economical than ropivacaine and levobupivacaine). We continuously monitored the arterial blood pressure and CVP. Ephedrine and phenylephrine were prepared for possible hypotension, however no vaspressors were necessary during the case due to the hemodynamically stability of the patient throughout the procedure. Except for the standard epidural test dose of lidocaine 45 milligrams and epinephrine 15 micrograms, epinephrine-containing solutions were avoided for epidural anesthesia to avoid tachyarrhythmias (7).

**CONCLUSION**

The successful management of the parturient with FDC depends on the cooperative efforts of the obstetrician, the cardiologist and the anesthesiologist involved in the peripartum care. Careful titration of epidural infusion and i.v. fluids (colloids in our case) perioperatively was the key to hemodynamic stability and a good outcome in our patient. As peripartum management of parturients with DCM is not well defined approach to labor analgesia and surgical anesthesia in a pregnant woman with FDC is one if individuality.
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